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Abstract

Ocean waves present a promising renewable energy source, but are challenging to harness given their irregular nature. In order
to maximize energy capture on wave energy converters (WECs), power take off (PTO) systems are typically used to effectively
adjust the device’s resonant frequency. Optimal control techniques can oversee the PTO operation to maximize overall power
output, but optimization in real-time poses difficulties given the wave variability and underlying constraints of the system. This
study compares two different model predictive control approaches. One method uses only a model of the hydrodynamics of the
WEC while the second has a state space model that includes the WEC hydrodynamics as the dynamics of a hydraulic PTO
system. The impact of the PTO constraints, control structure and control prediction horizon on the wave energy converter control
performance was explored and quantified for irregular wave conditions. Results show that utilizing a model that includes both
the hydrodynamics and PTO dynamics can increase power output by 23% compared to an approach that uses the hydrodynamics
only.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A
S global energy demands and climate concerns continue to grow, the need for renewable energy is becoming increasingly

clear. Solar and wind energy are two commonly considered renewable energy sources, but when solar energy is converted

to wave energy at the water surface, the energy intensity increases [1]. This unique feature means that ocean waves could

provide an excellent future energy source. Wave energy converters (WECs) have been researched for decades and much work

has focused on the design of such systems. Many different structures have emerged over the years including point absorbers,

attenuators, oscillating water columns and reservoirs [2]. While each of these WEC designs harnesses wave motion in a

slightly different way, most designs are only able to extract energy from a single direction of motion which could limit their

effectiveness. Waves cause motion over six degrees of freedom (heave, pitch, surge, roll, sway and yaw) and as such, a device

that can operate over multiple axes should be able to generate more power than a single-axis devices. However, multi-axis

WECs are more difficult to model and control. This is largely because the more complex motion of a multi-axis WEC causes

interactions between the different motions and power absorption via the power take off (PTO) system has to take place in these

different directions [3]. System constraints can also become increasingly difficult to handle as the WEC complexity increases.

Over the years, several multi-axis WECs have been developed over the years including Pelamis [4] and TALOS [5] and these

have the potential to harness a greater amount of wave energy. TALOS is a point-absorber type WEC with a multi-axis PTO

system and control of this device will be the focus of this work. The PTO uses a heavy ball that is attached to the hull with

springs and hydraulic cylinders as illustrated in Figure 1. When the hull is pushed by the external waves, the relative motion

between the ball and hull moves the hydraulic cylinders causing them to pump a fluid through a circuit, thereby driving a

hydraulic motor to produce electricity. This design has shown promising results in energy output but is more challenging to

control since the PTO can move over six degrees of freedom.

While such multi-axis designs have potential, their PTO control can be complex. The maximum energy will be captured

if the frequency of the WEC system matches the dominant frequency of the incoming wave and this is typically achieved

by a PTO system that can change effectively add or remove damping and thereby affect the device frequency. A wide range

of PTO systems exist including turbines, hydraulic systems, and linear actuators [6], but controlling the PTO system of a

multi-axis WEC remains challenging due to the complexity of systems and the variable nature of the incoming waves. PTO

systems have previously been controlled by leveraging linear models and velocity tracking, complex conjugate or impedance

matching control. These approaches have been compared in [7] and [8]. While these methods have merits, they can have poor

performance when operating over a wide range of conditions. Control methods that utilize optimization for PTO operation

have been prevalent in recent years. A wide variety of optimal control strategies have been explored including model predictive

control [9], [10], spectral and pseudospectral methods [11], [12], flatness-based [13] and moment-based approaches [14], [15].

The evolution of WEC control is discussed in more detail in [16].

Model predictive control (MPC) is a natural choice for such problems and many MPC based approaches have been investigated

in recent years. Examples of MPC implementation using linear models include efforts to maximize energy from heaving wave
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Fig. 1. TALOS WEC Configuration [5].

energy converters [17] and a Wavestar configuration [18] as well as experimental work with a prototype of the Azura WEC,

which has shown that linear MPC can provide an average increase of 36% in power production compared to fixed damping

strategies [19]. While most of the existing control efforts have leveraged linear models, linearity can be a poor assumption

for a controlled WEC system since large motions can be induced that take the system outside of the equilibrium point about

which it was linearized [20]. Using a nonlinear model enables better results, but nonlinear optimization can be computationally

intensive. For example, nonlinear MPC has been explored for the CENTIPOD device which has two degrees of freedom and

provided a 10% improvement in power output over a linear MPC approach [21].

For practical applications, MPC will need to work in real-time with wave predictions and also ensure that the control actions

do not violate any constraints. If constraints are ignored, control becomes more straightforward but can lead to large motions,

forces and power changes that cannot practically be achieved [22]. In reality, PTO systems will have constraints on their

motion and the maximum force they can generate both for reactive and damping actions. Constraints are typically placed on

the position or velocity of the WEC mass [9], but studies have also added constraints on variables related to the control input

and rate of change of the control input for a generic PTO [23]–[25], direct drive PTO [26], rotary PTO [27], linear permanent

magnet generator PTO [28] and hydraulic PTO [29], [30]. In many such studies, the dynamics of the PTO are not included

which simplifies the solution but may result in solutions that require control responses that are not achievable.

Limits on maximum PTO power have also been introduced but make the solution more difficult [22]. Even including both

force and displacement constraints can be challenging since at high excitation levels, it may be impossible to abide by all

constraints [16], [31]. Iterations that have included PTO power constraints have introduced constraints on the electric motor

component of a PTO [32], [33] as well as power flow and force constraints for a hydraulic PTO [34]. Efforts that have introduced

constraints with PTO dynamics typically attempt to capture the dynamics via a simple loss term [35], [36]. Karthikeyan et. al

examined nonlinear MPC for a flap type WEC with different hydraulic PTO configurations and constraints for PTO force. The

PTO model leveraged included PTO losses and this study showed that a PTO system capable of two-way power (absorbing

and reactive) produced the highest normalized annual energy output [34]. However, system model errors and wave prediction

errors significantly reduced power production.

Prior studies have examined different WEC configurations and control structures, but have not examined these challenges

for a WEC design with the physical motion constraints of the TALOS device. While the constraints of TALOS may limit

its efficiency, it is possible that a model predictive control algorithm could improve its effectiveness since it can optimize in

the presence of these constraints. MPC may in fact present more of a benefit on a constrained design like TALOS than other

WEC systems and this study seeks to understand the impact of MPC on an enclosed WEC design with an inertial mass PTO.

This paper examines MPC with realistic PTO and WEC motion constraints and PTO dynamics in conjunction with a nonlinear

hydrodynamic model. A PTO capable of absorbing and reactive power is implemented since prior work has shown that this

configuration produces a higher power output than the alternatives [34]. The work aims to guide control selection as research

continues toward multi-axis WEC systems in which model complexity and constraints will become increasingly limiting as the

WEC gains more degrees of freedom. Three different control approaches are explored in order to understand the influence of

the model selection and the prediction horizon used for control. The primary contributions of this work are 1) contrasting the

impact of including the hydrodynamics of the WEC along with PTO dynamics with the approach of using the hydrodynamics

alone in the model leveraged by MPC on the power production of a WEC with an enclosed, constrained design; 2) quantifying

the impact of MPC prediction horizon on power output and computational burden for such a WEC, and 3) examining the

performance of these various options for sea states reflective of seasonally varying conditions at a location off the costs of

Ireland and Scotland.
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II. MODEL AND CONTROL STRUCTURE

TALOS has a main mass connected to an outer hull and can capture energy in potentially all six degrees of freedom. It

is anticipated that the heave, pitch and surge motions will contain more energy and as such future work may focus the PTO

on these three directions. As a step toward control in all three of these directions, a model is developed here that focuses on

the heave motion and includes the hull and central ball mass motion as illustrated in Figure 2. The aim of this paper is to

identify control structures that may be suitable for the TALOS device with its constraints and to understand the impact that

wave prediction uncertainty plays in performance of the control algorithm.

A. Control-Oriented Model

The model includes the constrained motion between the central mass and hull as in TALOS but does not include motion in the

pitch and surge directions. The simpler model will allow control structures to be identified that are suitable for the constrained

TALOS system and those structures that appear most promising can be expanded to cover more degrees of freedom in further

work. The masses and structure of the system have been chosen to reflect the current design of the TALOS device. In reality,

the system will have hydraulic pistons both above and below the central mass, allowing for additional forces on the ball. The

motion has been simplified in the model considered here to only include one piston but positive and negative PTO forces are

allowed. In the real system, the PTO forces would be achieved by the upper and lower PTO elements. The motion of the

central mass in TALOS is constrained by the hull and PTO elements and these constraints will be accounted for in the control

approach. Once suitable control structures for this constrained system have been identified, future work will explore expansion

to the full range of motion.

Fig. 2. Two DOF Point Absorber WEC System with Hydraulic PTO

In this system, the hull is impacted by the external wave motion and hydrodynamics while the central ball mass motion is

driven by the hydraulic piston and spring action. As such, the motion of the central mass or ball is

Mballẍball = −frest − fpto (1)

in which Mball is the mass of the central mass (in kg), ẍball is the acceleration of the central mass (in m/s2), frest is the

spring force (in N), and fpto is the PTO force (in N). The restoring spring force is given by

frest = Srest(xball − xhull). (2)

where Srest is the spring coefficient (in N/m), xball is the position of the central mass (in m) and xhull is the position of the

hull (in m).

The hydrodynamics of the hull are modeled using standard wave-structure interaction equations. Applying Newton’s law to

the hull, the forces acting on the body include the forces due to radiation, buoyancy, drag, and friction along with the restoring

force of the spring, wave excitation force and the force generated by the PTO. Additional forces may be present such as a

mooring force, but these are excluded here. The motion of the hull is captured as [17]:

(Mhull +m∞,hull)ẍhull = −frad − fbuoy − fdrag − ffric
+frest + fext + fpto.

(3)

in which Mhull is the mass of the hull (in kg), m∞,hull is the added mass due to radiation (in kg), and ẍhull is the acceleration

of the hull (in m/s2. In Equation 3, the excitation force, fext, is taken directly from the wave prediction (discussed in Section

II.D) and the PTO force, fPTO, is computed via the PTO model and control action. The remaining forces include the radiation

(frad), buoyancy (fbuoy), drag (fdrag) and friction (ffric) forces. This base model leverages the model form used in [17].

The radiation force is captured with its own dynamic model [37] in which

frad = Crq (4)
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and

q̇ = Arq + Brẋhull (5)

in which q represents the radiation auxiliary state vector and Ar, Br, and Cr are the radiation state matrices. Prior work has

shown that radiation forces can be expressed with such a linear model [17], [37].

The buoyancy force is given by [17]

fbuoy = πρgRb
2

(

1−
|xhull|xhull

3Rb
2

)

xhull (6)

in which ρ, is the density of water (in kg/m3), g is the gravitational acceleration (in m/s2) and Rb is the buoy radius (in m).

The drag force and friction force are given by Eqs. 7 and 8, respectively, as in [17].

fdrag = 0.5ρAwCd|ẋhull − vf |(ẋhull − vf ) (7)

ffrict = Fnµdtanh(αẋhull) + µvẋ

+Fn(µs − µd)e
−(|ẋhull|/vs)

2

tanh(αẋhull)
(8)

In these equations Aw is the submerged surface area of the buoy (in m2), Cd is the viscous drag coefficient, and vf is the

water surface velocity in the x direction (in m/s). The friction model assumes that viscous and Stribeck effects are present with

Fn representing the normal force (in N), vs being the Stribeck velocity (in m/s) and µd, µv , and µs representing the damping,

viscous and static friction coefficients, respectively.

The main mass is linked to a hydraulic PTO system. Although Figure 2 only shows one PTO, the whole system (1) has

multiple hydraulic PTO elements. As such, it is assumed that the PTO forces can act in both positive and negative directions

since hydraulic piston assemblies will be present both above and below the main mass. A hydraulic PTO system was chosen

since they are cost-effective and rely on established technology. The hydraulic PTO model is based on a previously developed

state space model [38] which has been leveraged extensively for WEC PTO control studies although typically decoupled from

the hydrodynamics. As illustrated in Figure 2, the system has four check valves that rectify the alternating flow of the hydraulic

fluid from the piston-cylinder assembly. A gas accumulator is used to smooth the flow and the resulting flow drives a hydraulic

generator producing power output. The PTO model includes the dynamics between the torque output of the generator and

the force applied to the hydraulic piston. The dynamics of the underlying PTO system are often simplified and a direct link

between the PTO force and power output is assumed [10], [23], [24], [39]–[41]. However, in a hydraulic PTO system this is

likely a poor assumption given the anticipated delay in the dynamics. The PTO model used here includes the losses associated

with the pressure drops in the pipes, motor leakage and friction. The full model derivation is detailed in [38] and results in two

nonlinear differential equations that summarize the PTO dynamics. The first equation captures dynamics of the accumulator

volume (V) (in m3) by [38]

V̇ = −kl · Pa(V )−
D

J
· L+ S · (ẋball − ẋhull) (9)

in which kl is a motor leakage coefficient (in m5/(N · s)), Pa(V ) is the accumulator pressure (in Pa) posed as a function of

V , D is the motor constant in m3), J is the inertia momentum of the hydraulic motor shaft (in kg/m2), L is the hydraulic

motor shaft angular momentum (in kg/(m2 · s)), and S is the piston cross-sectional area (in m2).

The accumulator pressure is captured with an isentropic model as [38]:

Pa(V ) =
Ppr

(1− V
VA

)κ
(10)

where Ppr is the pre-charge pressure (in Pa), VA is the total accumulator volume (in m3), and κ is the specific heat ratio.

The dynamics of the generator shaft angular momentum are expressed in the second differential equation for the PTO as

[38]

L̇ = D · ηm · Pa(V )−
B

J
· L− TG (11)

in which ηm is the motor efficiency, B is the motor friction (in N ·m · s) and TG is the generator torque output (in N ·m).

With this dynamic model, the PTO force is a function of the accumulator volume and piston velocity as given by [38]

fPTO = S · Pa(V ) + S · k(S · (ẋball − ẋhull))) (12)

where k(S · v) captures the pressure loss in a pipe due to friction under laminar conditions via the Haaland approximation of

the Darcy equation given in Equation 13 [38].

k(S · (ẋball − ẋhull)) =
Ks·(Lg+Leq)·ρhyd·S·(ẋball−ẋhull)

2Re·Dh·Ap
2 |S · (ẋball − ẋhull)|

(13)
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KS , Lg , Leq and Dh are the pipe cross-section shape factor, geometric pipe length (in m), equivalent length of local resistance

(in m) and hydraulic diameter of the pipe (in m2), respectively. The term ρhyd represents the density of the hydraulic fluid (in

kg/m3) and Ap is the pipe cross-sectional area (in m2) .

The radiation, buoyancy, drag and friction models are linked to the motion of the hull and the PTO force is a function of

the relative motion between the hull and the ball. The resulting ten state model has the states [xball ẋball q1 q2 q3 q4 V L
xhull ẋhull] and the form:

ẋ1 = x2

ẋ2 = 1
Mball

(−Srs(x1 − x9)− fPTO)

ẋ3 = Ar1 · x3 +Ar2 · x4 +Ar3 · x5 +Ar4 · x6 + x10

ẋ4 = x3

ẋ5 = x4

ẋ6 = x5

ẋ7 = −klh(x7)−
D
J x8 + S(x2 − x10)

ẋ8 = Dηmh(x7)−
B
J x8 − TG

ẋ9 = x10

˙x10 = 1
Mhull+m∞,hull

(−Cr1 · x3 − Cr2 · x4

−Cr3 · x5 − Cr4 · x6 + Srest · (x1 − x9)

−πgRb
2
(

1− |x9|x9

3Rb
2

)

x9

−0.5ρAwCd|x10 − vf |(x10 − vf )
−Fnµdtanh(αx10)− µvx10

−Fn(µs − µd)e
(−|x10|/vs)

2

tanh(αx10)
+fext + fPTO)

(14)

The full nonlinear model was treated as the plant model while the MPC leveraged a linear version of the model. For the

linear model, drag and friction are ignored and the buoyant force is linearized about a position of zero. The nonlinear PTO

force (Equation 12) is a function of the accumulator volume and relative speed of the ball with respect to the hull. The PTO

force was linearized about a the mid-point of the accumulator volume and a relative speed of zero. These assumptions make

the model more easily for the MPC to leverage, but the linear model will carry with it errors depending on the state of the

WEC.

B. Control Framework

The model was used with three different control frameworks in order to understand the combined influence of constraints

and control structure on performance of each approach. The first control option considered was an optimally tuned passively

damped system [42] and leveraged a control that computed the desired PTO force as proportional to the WEC velocity as

illustrated in Fig. 3. Once the desired PTO force was calculated, the PTO model calculates the resulting flow entering the

accumulator and the generator power output. This approach was treated as the base case. Additional control methods were

explored for the base case including a reactive control approach, but this approach was unable to abide by all system constraints

in some wave conditions. Leveraging reactive control can improve power production in the February wave conditions by up

to 63% from the level achieved with passive damping only. However, the reactive control power output in February is still

only 50% of that achieved with the reduced state linear MPC method discussed next. In the July conditions, reactive control

is unable to produce significant power output without violating constraints. As such, the passive damping approach is shown

as the base case here rather than the reactive control approach.

Fig. 3. Base Damped WEC PTO Control

Second, a linear MPC was used that included only the states associated with the hydrodynamics. This will be referred to as

the reduced state linear MPC. With this approach, the control is based on a linearized model of states 1-6, 9 and 10. Using the

hydrodynamics only allows a simpler MPC that is more computationally efficient to use but since the MPC has no knowledge
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of the underlying PTO dynamics, it may be more limited in its ability to optimize. The reduced state linear MPC aims only

to optimize the WEC motion so as to maximize the force entering into the PTO system. The MPC does this by seeking to

maximize the velocity of the ball within the constraints of the hull in order to produce high forces on the hydraulic piston and

into the hydraulic PTO system. The MPC is implemented using MATLAB’s MPC toolbox with the continuous-time model

structure and a controller sampling time of 0.05 seconds. The MPC uses a quadratic programming solver that uses the KWIK

algorithm detail in [43]. The MPC outputs a desired PTO force and the PTO model is used to compute the actual PTO force

achievable and translate this into a final generator torque and speed as shown in Fig. 4. The nonlinear model is used in the

PTO and hydrodynamics (plant) model blocks.

Fig. 4. Reduced State Linear MPC.

Third, an MPC was integrated which has full knowledge of the entire system dynamics including the PTO but which still

leverages a linear model. For the full state linear MPC, the two DOF system will use a linearized version of its ten state model.

The nonlinear terms related to the PTO dynamics in Eqs. (8) and (11) are also linearized. The resulting control structure is

illustrated in Figure 5. The MPC predicts the torque that the PTO should output. This desired torque command is passed on

the underlying PTO system. The PTO and hydrodynamics plant models are nonlinear.

Fig. 5. Full State MPC.

Nonlinear MPC could also be used with the full nonlinear state space model. In prior work, the authors have used the same

structure as in Fig. 5 for a simpler one DOF version of the system. However, this approach was computationally intensive and

led to over-actuation of the underlying system [44].

C. System Constraints

The WEC system has limits on the PTO force that can be taken in by the hydraulic system given the sizing of the accumulator

system and piping. Constraints are imposed to guarantee that the accumulator volume stays between its minimum and maximum

and that the PTO force stays within limits in line with this sizing. Due to the structure of the TALOS device, it also has strict

limits on the relative position of the mass and hull. The hull has a height of 3.2 m and the central mass must stay within this

space and maintain a sufficient clearance from the hull in order to avoid damage to the PTO system. These constraints are

included in the MPC formulation and ideally, it will solve for a solution that abides by all the constraints. However, at times,

it is unable to find a solution that maintains both the position and PTO constraints.

D. Wave Prediction

MPC also requires a prediction of the upcoming wave state. Fusco and Ringwood demonstrated that energy capture was

enhanced by utilizing a projection of the wave states into the future but the improvements ceased at some point depending on

the size of the system and the time constant of its dominant pole [45]. This indicates that large devices (large radius) may

require a longer prediction horizon. As such, accurate and relatively long predictions of wave forces may be needed as full

scale devices are considered. In recent years, the prevalence of machine learning has enabled another option for predicting

incoming wave features and prior work has shown that machine learning models are generally more accurate for short term

predictions than physics-based models [46]. Structures such as multi-layer artificial neural networks have been successfully

used along with MPC and shown to lead to significant improvements in performance particularly in conditions with irregular

waves [47].
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Prior work by the authors has illustrated that LSTM networks are able to accurately predict upcoming waves and as such,

here the wave characteristics are assumed to be known. Wave characteristics were gathered for a location at a longitude

of 8.5152◦W and latitude of 55.8919◦N (Figure 6). Characteristics were based on an analysis-forecast numerical wave

model (product NORTH-WESTSHELF ANALYSIS FORECAST WAV 004 014) from the Copernicus Marine Environment

Monitoring Service (CMEMS).

The variation in key wave characteristics at this location were examined including significant wave height, energy wave

period, zero-crossing mean wave period, peak period and mean wave direction. Data was available on an hourly basis. This

hourly data was used to create higher resolution simulated data sets that represented the same significant wave height and

peak period observed over the course of that hour. This allowed the control action to be examined with data that better reflects

actual conditions. Significant wave height and peak period are focused on here as they directly impact the external wave force

on the WEC and as such, will directly impact the control performance to be explored in the next section.

Fig. 6. Test site for wave data off the coasts of Ireland and Scotland

The measured wave statistics were recorded on an hourly basis and data for the 2021 year were used in this study. While

hourly characteristics are useful for studies of the wave climate, control methodologies are implemented with a much smaller

sampling time. In order to create a representative data set with the resolution needed for control development, these hourly

wave characteristics were used to create a wave time series with a 0.05 second resolution that represent an irregular wave with

the measured statistical significant wave height and peak period metrics. The wave time series was generated using Inverse

Fourier transform from an assumed wave spectrum (Bretschneider) with the wave significant height, and peak period. As such

the measurements along with the numerical model provide a prediction of the anticipated wave forces with respect to time at

a resolution useful for control development. Average conditions for each month are laid out in Table I. Sea state conditions for

the control evaluation were chosen to reflect the observed seasonal variation. February and July characteristics were selected

since these captured the range of conditions observed. The resulting simulated irregular wave forces for the four conditions

are shown in Figure 7.

III. RESULTS

WEC performance for the three control options presented in Section II.B were tested initially keeping the prediction and

control horizon constant at 5 sample periods and 1 sample period, respectively, for the MPC options. The performance was

then evaluated for varying horizons. Prior work has shown that longer time horizons can improve power production but also

lead to more aggressive control action [48].

A. Base Control Results

In the base control approach, the PTO force is simply proportional to the speed of the ball. The TALOS WEC has strict

limits on the main mass location. If the desired PTO force will result in the ball coming too close to the hull, the flow to the

accumulator and motor can be adjusted to create a PTO force that accommodates the constraints. Two other physical limitations
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TABLE I
WAVE CHARACTERISTIC CONDITIONS

Month Wave Height (m) Peak Period (s)

January 3.02 11.49
February 3.88 12.07

March 3.36 11.84
April 2.24 10.78
May 2.11 10.16
June 2.08 9.52
July 1.26 8.82

August 1.55 8.88
September 2.25 10.08

October 2.98 10.42
November 3.82 11.28
December 3.70 12.25
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Fig. 7. External wave force for the four considered wave conditions

were incorporated: 1) the accumulator volume was required to be between zero and the maximum volume and 2) the PTO

force must be within the limits achievable on the physical system. As illustrated in Fig. 8a, if no constraints are imposed the

relative position between the ball and the hull quickly becomes negative meaning that in device like TALOS, damage will

occur. This occurs quite quickly as seen in the Figure 8. In order to avoid the relative position moving to increasingly negative

values, the proportional control action had to be reduced meaning the resulting PTO force and power output was also quite

low (near 0kW) when no constraints are introduced. The July case shown in Figure 9 also encounters negative values. Only

one minute is shown in the figures in order to allow the details of the trends to be examined. Once constraints are introduced

the system is able to adjust the underlying PTO system to accommodate them. Two different constraints are introduced. The

first only requires that the hull and ball do not touch (0m constraint) and the second requires a 0.1m distance between the

two. Both constrained cases are able to produce high power output while abiding by the limits. As seen in subfigures b in

Figures 8 and 9, the PTO forces undergo motions over the full allowable PTO motion and these motions are more frequent

when higher constraints are introduced (0.1m vs 0m).

Power output fluctuates (subfigure c) but produces high amounts of power on average. When 0m constraints are present

in the February case, 1.23MW of power are produced on average over the course of an hour. This is reduced to 948kW

when constraints are integrated indicating that for this simple control approach the constraints can have a strong impact. This

effect is similar in the July case where the power output is 349kW when no constraints are introduced, but improves to up to

1.5-1.56MW when constraints are present. Although there is more wave energy in February than July, the TALOS system as

currently designed along with a simple control method is not able to capture the energy from the larger waves in February as

well as it can capture the smaller motions in July. The larger motions increase the likelihood of constraint violation.

B. Reduced State MPC Results

The reduced state linear MPC aims to maximize the WEC velocity in order to optimize the power output. Since the eight-

state model used includes only the hydrodynamics, the MPC has no knowledge of the underlying PTO dynamics and it cannot

directly maximize the WEC power output. Instead, like the base case, it must choose the PTO force that produces the largest

WEC motions and pass this PTO force command on to the PTO system. The PTO control then uses a feedforward method to
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Fig. 8. a) Relative position between ball and hull, b) PTO force, and c) power output with baseline control and varying constraints with February wave
conditions.

Fig. 9. a) Relative position between ball and hull, b) PTO force, and c) power output with baseline control and varying constraints with July wave conditions.

calculate the required generator torque needed to produce the desired PTO force based on the dynamics in Eqs. (9) and (11).

Unlike the base case, the MPC options can base their decisions on a forecast of the upcoming wave which should, in theory,

improve its outcome. However, the MPC also struggles without constraints. In the case with no constraints, the reduced state

linear MPC quickly drives the ball towards the hull which would lead to damage and failure. Once constrained, the reduced

state linear MPC is able to properly optimize and as illustrated in Fig. 10a, keeps the ball within the allowed range (0 to 1.6m)

as in the base control method. Like the base controller, the reduced state linear MPC uses the PTO over the whole range of its

motion, but with a very different PTO force profile. When no constraints are integrated the system clearly still would encounter
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a collision of the ball and hull. When constraints are integrated, the power output is near 500kW in both cases illustrating

poorer power production than the baseline case. This can be corrected by adjusting the prediction horizon.

At times when the system is nearing the constraint, the control action calls for smaller PTO forces (Figure 10b) that keep

the central mass velocity low. When the MPC is able to largely maintain the constraint, it has larger control action resulting in

larger velocities and power outputs. As seen in Figure 10c, the MPC with a 0.1m constraints exhibits a very different power

output behavior. The PTO outputs power in a large sharp pulse rather than through smaller actions as in the unconstrained and

0m constraint cases (Figure 10d).

Fig. 10. a) Relative position between ball and hull, b) PTO force, and c) power output for 0.1m constraint and d)power output for the unconstrained and 0m
constraint cases with the reduced state linear MPC and varying constraints with February wave conditions.

One critical factor for the MPC options is the prediction horizon over which it can optimize. A longer prediction horizon

should allow the controller to better optimize power production, but will come at a computational price. The influence of the

prediction horizon for the reduced state linear MPC option is shown in Figure 11. Increasing the prediction horizon improves

the power output over 5 fold in the best case scenario. As such, the power output was able to be increased to 3MW in February

and 2.6MW in July. The original horizon was 0.25s and the power output is normalized with respect to that horizon time.

The prediction horizon of 1.75s results in the high power output output and extending the prediction horizon beyond 2s has

a minimal and even negative impact on power output. This is likely due to the underlying linearization process used in this

strategy. Increasing the control horizon did not have a sizable influence on the power output but increased the computational

time and as such, was not examined further.

The July case exhibits some similar behavior to that of February with the unconstrained case producing more PTO force on

average and higher power output. All options produce a fairly consistent PTO force and power output, but the actual output

is low unless the horizon is increased as discussed previously. In the case with 0.1m constraints, the base control produces

948kW in February with the reduced MPC able to produce up to 3MW if the horizon is carefully chosen. Similarly, the base

control is able to produce 1.5MW in July but the reduced MPC can produce 2.5MW indicating a clear advantage to using

MPC as anticipated.
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Fig. 11. Impact of prediction horizon on average power output for reduced state linear MPC.

Fig. 12. a) Relative position between ball and hull, b) PTO force, and c) power output with the reduced state linear MPC and varying constraints with July
wave conditions.

C. Full State MPC Results

Unlike the base and reduced state linear MPC options, the full state linear MPC is able to decide on its control action based

on the WEC hydrodynamics as well as the underlying PTO dynamics. It is able to outperform the other methods, but requires

proper weighting and constraints. Like the reduced state linear MPC, it will tend to drive the WEC main ball into the hull if

position constraints are not imposed. It is also sensitive to output weighting. If the power output is not sufficiently weighted

in the optimization, the system can tend to translate the motion of the mass into hydraulic fluid motion, driving fluid in and

out of the accumulator without producing much power. If the weighting is increased, power output will improve significantly,

but if the weight becomes too high, it can drive the PTO force to excessive levels. As such, constraints on position and PTO

force and careful weighting are essential with this control option.

As illustrated in Fig. 13, the full state linear MPC has a periodic behavior with more conservative, but more constant PTO

forces. The force is translated to a fairly periodic power output The power output is the highest of all the control options. When

no constraints are integrated, the system produces 3.85MW in February. This drops to 1.6MW when constraints are introduced

with a 0.25s prediction horizon but is able to be brought back to 3.7MW when the prediction horizon is lengthened. As such

it produces 0.7MW more energy output (a 23% increase) compared to the reduced state option. As seen in Figure 14, similar

behavior is also seen in July.

The full state linear MPC is strongly impacted by the prediction horizon as seen in Figure 15. A longer horizon improves

the power output for both February and July but there is a larger benefit for February.

While the full state linear control provides improved power output, it is still basing its optimization on the linear model.

Prior work has shown that improved performance should be feasible if the MPC is able to use the full nonlinear model for its

calculation [44], but drives the PTO system through rapid fluctuations that may be problematic. The computational time also
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Fig. 13. a) Relative position between ball and hull, b) PTO force, and c) power output with the full state linear MPC and varying constraints with February
wave conditions.

Fig. 14. a) Relative position between ball and hull, b) PTO force, and c) power output with the full state linear MPC and varying constraints with July wave
conditions.

is limiting for the nonlinear MPC approach with computations taking over 100 times as long as the linear MPC approach.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In all three control cases considered, constraints are essential to proper operation. The key findings of this study were:

• Without position constraints, all control options produce forces that would send the central mass into the hull.
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Fig. 15. Impact of prediction horizon on average power output for full state linear MPC.

• Once constraints are imposed, all MPC options are functional and perform better than the base control option. The

reduced state linear version is only able to base its optimization on the linear hydrodynamics of the WEC and achieves

an improvement over the base case with over three times the average power output.

• The full state MPC demonstrates a distinct improvement over the reduced state version with up to 23% more power

output.

• Both the reduced state and full state MPC approaches benefit from a prediction time horizon of at least 2 seconds.

• The same control approaches function similarly in both summer and winter conditions but the winter case is more limited

by the constraints.

Figure 16 illustrates the relative power output of the various control options.

Fig. 16. Average power output for control options in February and July conditions. Results for the reduced and full state MPC are for the optimized prediction
horizon

This study illustrates that abiding by all the constraints in the heave direction is challenging in an enclosed WEC design

with an inertial mass PTO and if constraints over the six DOF of TALOS are to be considered, balancing the computational

complexity of the control with performance will likely be difficult. The results indicate that full state MPC may be the best

pathway forward. In order to manage computation time, there may be benefits to leveraging machine learning for control. Future

work will examine multi-axis control, examine different mooring designs, and investigate the influence of the uncertainty of

the wave predictions on controller effectiveness in the full six degrees of freedom.
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